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1

Introduction

Then we dene operators

The method reviewed here allows to construct Lagrangians for dierent kind of eld: in Minkowski and
AdS spacetime both for bosonic and fermionic elds
(massive and massless) with any index symmetry, see
e.g. [110], in Einstein space for massive and massless
spin 2 and 3/2 elds [11, 12] and for antisymmetric
bosonic elds in arbitraty curved spacetime [13].
The plan of the review is as follows. First we
consider basic steps of the Lagrangian construction
method using the example of bosonic massive spin-s
eld. Next we comment on some peculiar features of
Lagrangian construction for other kind of elds: the
elds corresponding to arbitrary k -row Young tableau,
the elds in AdS space and the fermionic elds. Finally
we consider generalization of the method to the case of
spin-2 and spin-3/2 in Einstein manifold.

2

Basic steps of the Lagrangian construction

Let us review the basic steps of the Lagrangian construction using example of the massive bosonic spin-s
eld in Minkowski spacetime.
As is known the totally symmetric tensor eld
ϕµ1 ...µs (x), describing irreducible spin-s massive representation of the Pioncare group must satisfy the following constraints

(∂ 2 − m2 )ϕµ1 ...µs = 0

(1)

∂ µ1 ϕµ1 ...µs = 0

(2)

η µ1 µ2 ϕµ1 ...µs = 0.

l0 = ∂ 2 − m2 ,

l2 = 21 aµ aµ

l1 = iaµ ∂µ ,

These operators act on states in the Fock space

|ϕi =

∞
X

|ϕs i

|ϕs i = ϕµ1 ···µs (x)aµ1 + · · · aµs + |0i

s=0

Each component ϕµ1 ···µs (x) will satisfy the equations of motion (1), (2) if the following constraints on
the states are fullled

l0 |ϕi = 0,

l1 |ϕi = 0,

l2 |ϕi = 0.

Thus the equations dening the irreducible representation are treated as the operators of rst class constraints in some auxiliary Fock space.
Note that the operators l0 , l1 , l2 commute each
other.
To construct real Lagrangian we must construct
Hermitian BRST operator. Since opertors l1 and l2
are not Hermitian

(l1 )+ 6= l1

(l2 )+ 6= l2

we can't construct such operator on the base of operators l0 , l1 , l2 . To construct Hermitian BRST operatror
the underlying set of operators must be invariant under
Hermitian conjugation.
The second step is to add more operators in order
to provide such invariance.

Thus we add two more operators

+
µ+
l2+ = 12 aµ+ a+
Our purpose is to construct Lagrangian which re- l1 = ia ∂µ
µ
produce these equations of motion.
As a result, the set of operators l0 , l1 , l2 , l1+ , l2+ is
The rst step of the Lagrangian construction
invariant under Hermitian conjugation.
method is to rewrite these equations in the form of opAlgebra of the operators l0 , l1 , l2 , l1+ , l2+ is open in
erator constraints
For this purpose we introduce Fock space generated terms of commutators of these operators. To use the
BRST construction in the simplest (minimal) form the
by creation and annihilation operators a+
µ , aµ satisfyunderlying algebra must be closed.
ing the commutation relations
Third step is to get such an algebra. For this pur

aµ , a+
=
η
η
=
(−,
+,
.
.
.
,
+)
pose
we add to the above set of operators, all operators
µν
µν
ν
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generated by the commutators of l0 , l1 , l2 , l1+ , l2+ . Doing such a way we obtain two new operators
and

gm = m2

µ
g0 = a+
µ a + d/2.

Thus we have set of operators

l0

l1

l2

l1+

l2+

g0

gm

It is easy to see that

L2 and L+
2 are not
Hermitian conjugate to each other if we use the usual
rules for Hermitian conjugation of the additional creation and annihilation operators.
Fifth step. We change the denition of scalar product of vectors in the new representation as follows
the operators

which is invariant under Hermitian conjugation and hΦ1 |Φ2 inew = hΦ1 |K|Φ2 i,
form an algebra.
with some operator K . This operator K can be found
Let us note that operators l0 , l1 , l2 are constraints in the form
in the ket-vector space
∞
X
C(n, h)
n
hn|,
|ni = (b+
K=
|ni
l0 |ϕi = l1 |ϕi = l2 |ϕi = 0,
2 ) |0i,
n!
n=0
operators l0 , l1+ , l2+ are constraints in the bra-vector
C(n, h) = h(h + 1)(h + 2) . . . (h + n − 1),
space
C(0, h) = 1.
hϕ|l0 = hϕ|l1+ = hϕ|l2+ = 0
Now we are ready to construct BRST operator.
Operators gm and g0 are obtained from commutators
Sixth step is construction of the BRST operator

[l1+ , l1 ] = l0 + gm

[l2 , l2+ ] = g0

+
+
Q̃ = η0 L0 + η1+ L1 + η1 L+
1 + η2 L2 + η2 L2 + ηg G0

and they are not constraints neither in the bra-vector
+ η1+ η1 P 0 − η2+ η2 P G
space nor in the ket-vector space
+ (ηG η1+ − η2+ η1 )P 1 + (η1 ηG − η1+ η2 )P +
1
Now if we construct BRST operator we nd that
+
+
+
2η
η
P
+
2η
η
P
G 2
2
2 G 2
one of the equation on the physical state |ϕs i will have
the form
The ghost operators satisfy the usual commutation relations
gm |ϕs i = 0 ⇒ |ϕs i = 0

{η0 , P 0 } = {ηG , P G } = {η1 , P +
Thus we will not reproduce the proper equations of mo1}=
+
+
tion. This happens due to the presence of the operators
= {η1 , P 1 } = {η2 , P 2 } = {η2+ , P 2 } = 1
which are not constraints gm and g0 .
Forth step. We enlarge the representation space of and act on the vacuum state as follows
the operator algebra by introducing additional (new)
P 0 |0i = P G |0i = η1 |0i = P 1 |0i = η2 |0i = P 2 |0i = 0.
creation and annihilation operators and enlarge expressions for the operators
The introduced operators act in the enlarged space
+
0
of
state
vectors depending on a+µ , b+
oi −→ Oi = oi + oi ,
1 , b2 and on the
+
+
+
+
ghost operators η0 , η1 , P 1 , η2 , P 2 , but one assumes
oi ∈ {l0 , l1 , l1+ , l2 , l2+ , g0 , gm }
that the state vectors must be independent of the ghost

The enlarged operators must satisfy two conditions: ηG corresponding to the operator G0 . The general
structure of such state is
1. They must form an algebra [Oi , Oj ] ∼ Ok ;
X
+ k5
k1 + k2
k3 + k4
(b+
×
1 ) (b2 ) (η0 ) (η1 ) (P 1 )
2. The operators which can't be regarded as con- |χi =
ki
straints must be zero or contain linearly an arbik7 +µ1
7
× (η2+ )k6 (P +
· · · a+µk0 χkµ11···k
trary parameter.
···µk (x)|0i.
2) a
0

For our case the enlarged expressions for the
opareators can be taken in the form

∂ 2 − m2

L0

=

L1

= iaµ ∂µ + mb1

L+
1

= ia+µ ∂µ + mb+
1

L2

=

L+
2

=

G0

=

Gm

=

+
µ
1
1 2
2 aµ a + 2 b1 + (b2 b2 + h)b2
+
1 + +µ
+ 12 b+2
1 + b2
2 aµ a
+
+
µ
d+1
a+
µ a + 2 + b1 b1 + 2b2 b2 +

0

The sum is taken over k0 , k1 , k2 , running from 0 to
innity and over k3 , k4 , k5 , k6 , k7 running from 0 to 1.
Besides for the 'physical' states we must leave in the
sum only those terms which have ghost number is zero.
The last step is Lagrangian construction.

We extract the dependence of the BRST operator
on the ghosts ηG , P G

Q̃ = Q + ηG (σ + h) − η2+ η2 P G ,
Q2 = η2+ η2 (σ + h),

h
σ

+
[b1 , b+
1 ] = [b2 , b2 ] = 1
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=

[Q, σ] = 0,

+
+
+
a+µ a+
µ + b1 b1 + 2b2 b2 + η1 P 1
d−5
+ 2η2+ P 2 + 2P +
2 η2 + 2

+ P+
1 η1
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After this, the equation on the 'physical' states in
the BRST approach Q̃|χi = 0 yields two equations

3

Let us consider the Lagrangian construction for the
elds with index symmetry corresponding to Young
tableau with 2 rows (s1 ≥ s2 )

Q|χi = 0,
(σ + h)|χi = 0.
The last equation is the eigenvalue equation for the
operator σ with the corresponding eigenvalues −h

−h =

s+

s+

Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 (x) ←→
µ1
ν1

←→

d−5
2 ,

s = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

Let us denote the eigenvectors of the operator σ
corresponding to the eigenvalues s + d−5
2 as |χs i

σ|χs i =

Fields corresponding to an arbitrary Young
tableau

d−5
2



|χs i

|χi =

∞
X

µ2
ν2

···
···

···
νs2

···

µs1

The tensor eld is symmetric with respect
to permutation of each type of the indices
Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 (x) = Φ(µ1 ···µs1 ), (ν1 ···νs2 ) (x) and in addition must satisfy the following equations

(∂ 2 − m2 )Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 (x) = 0,

|χs i

s=0

∂ µ1 Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 (x) = ∂ ν1 Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 (x) = 0,

and

η µ1 µ2 Φµ1 µ2 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 = η ν1 ν2 Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ν2 ···νs2 =
= η µ1 ν2 Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 = 0,

Ks = K|−h→s+ d−5

Qs = Q|−h→s+ d−5
2

2

Φ(µ1 ···µs1 , ν1 )···νs2 (x) = 0.

After this we will have equation of motion for spin-s

Then we dene Fock space generated by creation
and annihilation operators

Q2s |χs i ≡ 0

Qs |χs i = 0

and this equation of motion can be obtained from Lagrangian
Z
Ls =
dη0 hχs |Ks Qs |χs i
The integral is taken over Grassmann odd variable η0 .
The equations of motion and Lagrangian are invariant ander the gauge transformations

δ|χs i = Qs |Λs i,

Q2s |Λs i ≡ 0,

δ|Λs i = Qs |Ωs i,

Q2s |Ωs i

≡ 0,

gh(|Λs i) = −1,

The number of pairs of creation and annihilation
operators one should introduce is determined by the
number of rows in the Young tableau corresponding to
the symmetry of the tensor eld. Thus we introduce
two pairs of such operators. An arbitrary state vector
in this Fock space has the form

gh(|Ωs i) = −2.

Equations of motion are known

⇒ we add Hermitian conjugated constraints

for the operators

⇒ we construct BRST charge

+νs2

· · · a2

|0i.

To get the equations on the coecient functions we
introduce the following operators

l0 = ∂ µ pµ − m2 ,
li = iaµi ∂µ ,
1
g12 = a+µ
lij = aµi ajµ
1 a2µ
2
One can check that the EoM are equivalent to
l0 |Φi = 0 ,

of operator constraints

⇒ we change scalar product

Φµ1 ···µs1 , ν1 ···νs2 (x) ×
+µs1 +ν1
a2

⇒ we rewrite the EoM in the form

⇒ we construct enlarged expressions

∞ X
∞
X

1
× a+µ
· · · a1
1

⇒

⇒ we add operators to form an algebra

i, j = 1, 2.

s1 =0 s2 =0

Let us repeat the basic steps of the Lagrangian construction procedure. At the starting point Lagrangian
is unknown, but we know the equations of motion.
Schematically the procedure looks like as follows

nd Lagrangian

η µν = diag(−, +, +, · · · , +)

|Φi =

Thus the Lagrangian is constructed.

⇒ we

µν
[aµi , a+ν
j ] = η δij ,

li |Φi = 0 ,

lij |Φi = 0 ,

g12 |Φi = 0

Now we can generalize this construction to the elds
corresponding to k -row Young tableau. For this purpose one should introduce Fock space generated by
k pairs of creation and annihilation operators, where
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k , and then introduce operators l0 , li ,
lij , gij but now with i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k . Operator g12 is
generalized to operator gij = a+µ
i ajµ where i > j .
After this the Lagrangian construction can be carried out as usual.
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4

Fields in AdS

6

Fields in Einstein space

Usually the Lagrangian construction in the BRST
The dierence of the Lagrangian construction in
approach
is carried out for elds of all spins simultaAdS space is that the algebra generated by the conneously.
The
equations of motion and gauge transforstraints is nonlinear, but it has a special structure
mations
k
km
km
Q|Ψs i = 0
δ|Ψs i = Q|Λs i
[ li , lj ] = fij
lk + fij
lk lm ,
fij
∼R
k
km
km
where fij
, fij
are constants. The constants fij
are
proportional to the scalar curvature and disappear in
the at limit. This has two consequences.
1) The algebra of the enlaged operators is changed
in comparison with the algebra of the initial operators

[ Li , Lj ]

k
km
mk 0
km
= fij
Lk − (fij
+ fij
)lm Lk + fij
Lk Lm ,

with the additional parts satisfying the algebra additional parts

[ li0 , lj0 ]

k 0
km 0 0
= fij
lk − fij
lm lk .

with the BRST operator Q being the same for all spins.
Nilpotency of the BRST operator provides us the gauge
transformations and elds |Ψs i and |Ψs i + Q|Λs i are
both physical. Since we consider all spins simultaneously
Q2 |Λs i = 0 ⇒ Q2 = 0
. But if we want to construct Lagrangian for the eld
with a given value s of spin, then it is sucient to
require a weaker condition.
The BRST operator for given spin Qs may be not
nilpotent in operator sense but will be nilpotent only
on the specic Fock vector parameter |Λs i corresponding to a given spin s

2) Due to the algebra is nonlinear the BRST-BFV
operator is dened unambiguously.
Q2s |Λs i = 0
but
Q2s 6= 0
There exist dierent possibilities to order operators
in the right hand sides of the commutators. All possible on states of general form. Just this point allows us to
ways to order the operators can be described by some construct Lagrangians for spin-2 and spin-3/2 elds in
arbitrary parameters ξi [6, 7]. As a result the BRST Einstein background [11, 12].
operator is dened unambiguously. The arbitrariness
in the BRST operator stipulated by the parameters ξi 7 Summary
is resulted in arbitrariness of introducing the auxiliary
elds in the Lagrangians and hence does not aect the
• We have considered the basic principles of gauge
dynamics of the basic eld.
invariant Lagrangian construction for higher spin
elds.

5

Fermionic elds

• This method can be applied to

 any bosonic and fermionic elds in

The Lagrangian construction for the fermionic
higher spin theories have specic dierence compared
to the bosonic ones and demands some comments.
As before the equations of motion are reproduced
from

Qs |Ψs i = 0,

Minkowski and (A)dS spaces with any index
symmetry

 antisymmetric bosonic elds in arbitrary
curved space-time

 spin-2 and spin-3/2 elds in Einstein space

Q2s |Ψs i ≡ 0,

• No o-shell constraints on the elds and gauge
parameters are imposed.

δ|Ψs i = Qs |Λs i
Specic features is that in the fermionic theory we must
obtain Lagrangian which is linear in derivatives. But if
we try to construct Lagrangian similar to the bosonic
case
L ∼ hΨ|Q|Ψi

• The obtained Lagrangians possess a reducible
gauge invariance.
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ÁÐÑÒ ÏÎÄÕÎÄ Ê ÒÅÎÐÈÈ ÏÎËÅÉ ÂÛÑØÈÕ ÑÏÈÍÎÂ. ÎÁÇÎÐ
Äà¼òñÿ îáçîð ÁÐÑÒ ïîäõîäà ê ïîñòðîåíèþ ëàãðàíæèàíîâ äëÿ ïîëåé âûñøèõ ñïèíîâ. Íà ïðèìåðå ìàññèâíûõ áîçîííûõ
ïîëåé âûñøèõ ñïèíîâ â ïðîñòðàíñòâå Ìèíêîâñêîãî ïîêàçàíû âñå ýòàïû ïîñòðîåíèÿ ëàãðàíæèíîâ ñ ïîìîùüþ äàííîãî
ïîäõîäà. Ðàññêàçàíî òàêæå î ñïåöèôèêå ïîñòðîåíèÿ ëàãðàíæèàíîâ äëÿ ôåðìèîííûõ ïîëåé âûñøèõ ñïèíîâ, ïîëåé
âûñøèõ ñïèíîâ â ïðîñòðàíñòâå ïîñòîÿííîé êðèâèçíû è ïîëåé ñïèíà 2 è 3/2 â ïðîñòðàíñòâå Ýéíøòåéíà.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ïîëÿ
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